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When road signs go philosophical →

Editorial - from the Cave - Wayne Stuart
Welcome to the first Messenger of 2021 – it is great to have the Shed back and operating for another year.
You will note that both Allan McGrath and Roger Holgate in their messages (below) have looked back a little, so I will
also. I would like to give credit to our first four Presidents (Paul Haslam (2008-2010), John Woodin (2010-2012), Len
McGuigan (2012-2014) and Dave Staines (2014-2016)) without all of whom we would not be where we are today and
all of whom in their own times took us forward and contributed to the deep roots we now have in the Yass Community.
In the early days, we established the actual Shed structure and set-up (from a large tin Shed to what you see now),
implemented a wide-ranging series of health seminars, conducted car boot sales, helped establish the Community
Centre and built the membership from just a few to 101 members. I served all of the Presidents we have had and all
of them, in their own ways, have been fantastic.
The current Committee will complete its current COVID term (2 years, not one as is normal) in April. Some long-term
members are well overdue for a rest and will be stepping away. At the time of writing, we have four nominations, but

need 7 Committee members + a Public Officer. Please consider how you can help if you want this great little
organisation to successfully march, head held high, into the 2020s. It will not survive without gentle, low-key, newblood leadership. NONE OF THE DUTIES ARE ONEROUS AND THE DEMANDS ARE NOT HIGH! More on the current
situation below
Given that the next Messenger is due (on the basis of current arrangements) on 1 May and a new Committee will be
in place by then, I will leave it to the new Committee to decide how communications (Missives, Messengers and other
occasional emails with important issues and news) will be handled going forward. Allow me to say that this has been
a very rewarding and enjoyable activity for me. I am sure the next Shed Communicator will bring lots of new ideas
and improve the information provided to members.
Also, permit me to say that: it is not rocket science, it is not difficult and it is quite a joy to do. All that is needed is
regular attendance at the Shed to keep a finger on the pulse and to catch the events (both in time and on camera) a
bit of an occasional naughty thought to milk the event for its annoyance or entertainment value and a thick skin to
ride out the pedants who like to report spelling mistakes, fake news and misreported facts. I hasten to add, that it is
always done with a lightness of touch and in a very friendly, if pointed, way. I have enjoyed it immensely!
I am going nowhere – so you will see me at the Shed pretty much all the time.
Don’t feel shy about ringing a mate for a chat, or, meeting for a coffee – it all helps!
ws

Editor

Message from your President – Allan McGrath
Looking forward to 2021 after a difficult stop/start 2020.
Thank you to everyone who contributed in any way to the success of our Christmas function and especially those who
stepped up to provide the entertainment, it really did add another dimension to the occasion and was much
appreciated, as was the catering provided by the volunteers from the SPIN foundation.
It was a particular pleasure for me personally to present on behalf of the committee, Life Membership to shed
stalwarts Wayne Stuart and Roger Holgate at the Christmas lunch. Roger and Wayne have been pivotal to the success
of our shed and have been active contributors since day one.
The bush tucker garden gives every appearance of flourishing, despite the lack of rain, as do the perimeter plantings
and the rosemary remembrance hedge. Great to see the trench dug and piping from the containers to the dreamtime
lagoon complete. Thank you very much to all concerned and especially Bruce Skillen whose reliability in the operation
of the excavator was critical to complete the job.
An aspiration at the beginning of my presidency was to clean up the surrounds of the shed, get rid of any unnecessary
accumulation and improve the presentation of the surrounds, now largely achieved as a result of the support
forthcoming from you the members.
Wayne has indicated that this will be his last Messenger, and on behalf of the members I want to thank him most
sincerely for his efforts to keep us informed and entertained. It has been a big task over a long period and he has done
it very well.
Since this is the last messenger report from me as your president, can I say how much I value the friendship,
companionship and support I have received and thank you all for helping to make the shed the welcoming and friendly
place that we all look forward to each Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday.
Remember…”The way to get started is to stop talking and begin doing”

Allan

Message from the Workshop Manager – Roger Holgate
Wayne informs us that this is his last Messenger for his tenure as Secretary which has spanned the life of our shed
with the exception of one year if I am correct. That means 12 years hard work well done and certainly time for a
break. Well done Wayne. (Actually, I did take a break from the Secretary position, but did not stop the Messengers during that time ws)
Also congratulations to Allan for a job well done. Apart from all the little things Allan has done, the big one is visible
when we drive past the establishment, a great effort if I may say so.
All our past presidents have made a great difference to the shed in their own way. Our last President, Bob Nash,
served for 3 years and led and undertook a large number of major electrical, construction and comfort
enhancements in the shed. His influence and contributions will be felt for years to come.
Thanks also to the many committee members whom I have served with over the years. We have always enjoyed
happy times working with one another.
Thank you to anyone who has assisted me in anyway with the running of the workshop, Clarrie Schlunke, Allan
Carey, Dave Lynne and the late John Backhouse who assisted me with the setting up of the metal shop, plus several
others in many ways.
I personally, have been heavily involved in many ways since inception and remember early days when Len and
myself together with our wives, and in our own time, cleaned up all the front garden area, then over the next several
years in conjunction with the late Howard Hollingsworth we helped keep the surrounds tidy, sprayed and mowed,
again most of it in our own time.
I was also dubbed workshop manager from the start and have enjoyed the challenge, again massive amounts done
outside shed hours. I had just turned 66 at the start and had much more energy than I have now, 13 years later.
I have endeavoured to offload a few commitments recently, but quite prepared to assist where required with my
main interest being the workshop area. I am not an academic, just a “hands on” practical person, as I was all my
working life and much enjoy that.
I was quite taken aback and very touched when at the Christmas dinner, along with Wayne, we were awarded life
membership. Thank you to all those who thought I was worth it, certainly not anything that I was looking for or
expecting. I do feel quite honoured.
Attention all members using workshop equipment
Having wasted almost an hour yesterday afternoon rectifying a problem with the router table as well as I could I am
requesting that no member uses the router table until he has spoken with me or attended one of the sessions
which I will conduct. Problems with this machine are constant, mostly understanding how to change the router bit
which in a lot of cases is also not correctly installed, hence my problems yesterday.
I will put on two sessions :- 1st session on Tuesday 2nd Feb at 10am.
-2nd session on Thursday 4th Feb at 2pm.
It is simple, DO NOT USE THE ROUTER TABLE UNTIL YOU HAVE ATTENDED A SESSION OR SPOKEN WITH ME.
My best wishes to the incoming committee who I am sure will be under good leadership.
Roger Holgate.

McGuigan’s Mouthwatering Messenger Munchies
Two easy ones.
NO 1 - Southern Pepper Curry.
From Woolies, buy The Spice Taylor. by Anjum Anand.
Just follow the instructions. I sometimes add left over veggies.
Find it in the Asian Isle.
NO2. - SHABU--SHABU. From Japan,
Good fun meal when you have friends , family around. Serves 6-8 so adjust to suit your numbers.
1kg Fillet Steak.
1 Cabbage
bunch Shallots
2 Carrots
400g Button Mushrooms
2 Litres Chicken Stock.
Sesame Seed Sauce.
2 Tablespoons Sesame seeds
1 Tablespoon Vinegar
6 Tablespoons Light soy sauce
2 tablespoons finely chopped shallot
1 Teaspoon finely grated ginger.
Lightly brown sesame seeds in a dry pan, stirring over a moderate heat. Crush with a mortar and pestle. Combine with
remaining ingredients.
Cut steak in very thin slices
Cut cabbage into short lengths, using steams and only the base of the leaves.
Cut shallots into bite size lengths. Cut carrots into round slices, par boil and drain.
Wipe mushrooms with a damp cloth, trim ends of stalks and cut in half.
At serving time pour stock to a depth of at least 25mm into an electric fry pan place it into the middle of the table and
bring to the boil make sure it is in easy reach of everyone. Keep stock boiling throughout the meal adding more stock
as needed.
Give each person bowls to eat from, sauce bowls, chopsticks and a spoon ( if not using chopsticks a fork will do )
Have a bowl of steamed rice so guests can help themselves.
Each person cooks their own.
Pickup raw ingredients with chopsticks and hold them in the boiling stock until just cooked dip into sauce and eat
immediately.
The name comes from the gentle swishing sound made as the food is cooked.
Len

Morrissey’s Masterful Messenger Mouth-treats
Pistou.
Warning: this recipe came from a book called Healthy Mediterranean Cooking. Seriously, it’s a good recipe. It’s easy
to make (I made it successfully) and because it serves 4-6 makes lunch for two people for two days.

However, like all vegetable dishes preparing the veggies is a bit fiddly. It goes great with garlic bread. (See recipe
below).
1 zucchini, diced
1 small potato, diced
1 shallot, chopped
1 carrot, diced
225g can chopped tomatoes (or use the equivalent from your garden)
1.2 litres vegetable stock
50g French beans, cut into 1 cm lengths
50g/ ½ cup frozen peas
50g/ ½ cup small pasta e.g. macaroni
60-90ml/4-6 tbsp pesto
15ml/1 tbsp tomato paste
Salt and ground black pepper
freshly grated Parmesan cheese to serve
Place the zucchini, potato, shallot, carrot and tomatoes in a large pan. Add the vegetable stock and season with salt
and pepper. Bring to the boil, then cover and simmer for 20 minutes.
Add the French beans, peas and pasta. Cook for a further 10 minutes, until the pasta is tender. Adjust the seasoning.
Ladle the soup into individual bowls. Mix together the pesto and the tomato paste, and stir a spoonful into each
serving. Serve with Parmesan cheese to sprinkle into each bowl.
Garlic butter.
Cream together about 50g butter with one clove or 1 teaspoon minced garlic. Adjust to taste. Take half a baguette
and cut slices almost through. Butter the bread with the garlic butter, wrap it in foil and heat in the oven until the
butter is melted.

Items of possible interest to Members
Status of nominations for the election of a new Committee (7 members) and Public Officer at the 10 April AGM
We have recently had some excellent news.
•

Peter Davidson has accepted nomination for election as the next YVMS President. Many thanks, Peter – we
are saved!

•

Keith Chappell has also accepted nomination as a Committee member. I have both of these documents under
close protection so they cannot be rescinded, removed or be the subject of “fake news” charges.

•

David Campbell and Jack Child (both current Committee members) have also nominated again.

Brian Millett, who is our current Public Officer has also indicated that he wants to retire, so, we are also looking for a
new Public Officer. It is s very straightforward role (required by our Constitution) and only takes up about 30 minutes
of time in a full year. If you are interested, but need reassurance, I am sure Brian will be very happy to talk to you
about it. Call him on 6226 3514.
Committee nomination forms can be found on the two coffee tables in the
nominations.

Kay Lemon Room. We need 3 more

Service NSW Seniors Travel Card and Smart Phone App
Chaps, if you are eligible for and haven't done it yet, you can apply for the NSW seniors Travel Card ($250 EACH!!).
See: https://www.service.nsw.gov.au/regionalseniorstravel

There are several ways to do it as advised on the NSW Government website: “With the latest COVID-19 health advice,
we strongly advise you to apply online or by calling 13 77 88, rather than visiting a service centre.”
However, if you have a smart phone and have downloaded the Service NSW App, (needed for getting into most venues
in NSW now – movies, cafes, pubs etc etc) Then, I suggest it is the quickest and easiest way.
I did it for my wife and me last week and it took less than 5 minutes for both of us. The small trick is you need to swipe
left on the second rank of icons aka "Tools", activate the "Featured Services" button and navigate from there.
I can conduct a quick demo or help you with it next time you see me if you are interested.
While you are paying attention, the Service NSW App also allows you to load and see your drivers and fishing licences
etc, vehicle registrations (very convenient now that the rego sticker reminder is no longer on your windscreen) and
any points or other infringement notices you might have. Good to have all this stuff in one place.
Latest Bush Tucker Garden news
The Great Broadacre Improvement Program at the back of the YVMS continues.
Last Tuesday, many of “the usual suspects” including Bruce Skillin, Peter Davidson, Allan Carey, Allan McGrath, David
Campbell, Tony Warren, Rick Williams and Chris Smith (pls forgive me if I have not mentioned you) pitched in to run
storm water and high pressure hose pipe from the northern container into the Dreamtime Billabong (just in time for
the forecast rain)!

Bruce Skillin in charge of the Beast

HOWZAT for a nice straight trench?

Allan Carey cleaning up for the pipes

David Campbell and Bruce Skillin backfilling

Peter Davidson and Allan Carey tidying up

Sartorial Rick Williams, pretending he was
the Engineer in Charge

Bruce showed up with a substantial mechanical trencher
donated for the project by Yass Valley Hire (many thanks
to Sandy Butt for his generosity - again!)
Bruce had the trench done in less than an hour and then
Peter and Allan Carey laid out the stormwater pipe,
joined it up, dropped it into the trench, at which point
the reminder of the team set about filling in the trench.
It was all done by noon. WHAT A TEAM!
Here is a photo taken on Thursday after about 5mm of
rain – showing the system works really well →.
For those of you with a slight interest in maths and info
that can be gained from some simple calculations, here
is my poor effort at working out how this project might
help us.
According to my (rough) measurements, the roof area
that will deliver to the Billabong is 84 square metres
(approx.) On this basis, if we get 1mm of rain (frost or
heavy dew) on that roof area, it will convert to 84 litres
of storm water (ie about 2/3 of a standard bathtub).
10mm will result in 840 litres in the Billabong. Well
worth the effort, I suggest.
And, here is a photo of the Billabong after the There is a lot of water in the billabong, much of it disguised by the
subsequent 35mm (approx.) that has fallen since the excellent growth of wet-feet loving plants, some of them acquired
for their bush tucker properties, others have moved in to take
photo, above, was taken →.
advantage of the conditions.

Items of interest taken from Monday Missives since the last Messenger
I have chosen items from the last 3 months that I think are milestones in our journey and a formal record of activity
and progress since the last Messenger. They are taken in monthly sequence – not in any order of priority or
importance.
There was no mid December Missive as I was having my Canberra Hospital adventure at that time and couldn’t access
my computer.

20 December 2020
Recent events and news
For those of you who missed the 2020 YVMS Christmas Party, you missed a humdinger!
Music (Keith Chappell, Paul Karamaroudis, Roger Holgate (keyboard), Rod Perceval and David Campbell)
was excellent and Allan McG did some of his poems.
Roger Holgate and Wayne Stuart were both granted YVMS Lifetime Memberships recognising their involvement
since the Shed’s inception in 2008. A BIG surprise for Roger and me – and very much appreciated and valued!
Like the Sydney Olympics, "best ever". The food was great as well. It was provided by the SPIN Foundation
(Supporting People In Need) and was excellent value. We had some left over – more on that below. Can I suggest
that if you are looking for a worthy recipient of a donation, SPIN would be a very good choice.

Some pictures (courtesy Allan McGrath) follow to provide a bit of a record of the day:
There should be a photo here of Rod
and David doing their songs (a
generous mix of Christmas Carols
and oldies but goodies). The reason
for this lack of photo is:
“I so regret… too busy singing along
with their Ricky Nelson and Elvis
contributions”

The BIG surprise was Paul on his slide guitar and singing as well! – I am looking forward to many more events like this
one!
Important Calendar items for the next Month or so

IMPORTANT CHANGE OF PLANS:
We had such a good tome at the Christmas Party, that it was unanimously decided that we can’t wait for
the New Year to go to the Shed again!
Consequently, THE

SHED WILL BE OPEN THIS COMING TUESDAY 22/12 FOR
ANOTHER CHANCE TO CATCH UP WITH MATES – AND ALSO TO GIVE US THE
OPPORTUNITY TO FINISH OFF THE CAKE FROM THE CHRISTMAS PARTY.
Come along and enjoy the last event of 2020!
After this coming Tuesday the Shed will be closed until Thursday 7 January when we will again be open
for fun, frolicking and plans for the coming year.
Membership News
Brian Millett is in Woden Hospital having taken a nasty fall and injured his head. I believe some kind of
surgery might be needed.
On behalf of the Committee and all members, I wish you all, jointly and severally, a
great Christmas and a safe and much better 2021

(Thanks To Keith Chappell for this one)

4 January 2021
* Important issue about the future of our Shed
YVMS opened its doors in early 2008. By the time the next AGM comes around, it will be around our 13 th
Anniversary. Several Committee members have served on the Committee for most of that time (I am one of
them).
I cannot speak for other Committee members, but I have recently formally advised the Committee that I will not
be seeking re-election and will not accept nomination. Thirteen years is enough for me.
We have 7 positions on the Committee, of which four are executive positions. Currently those executive positions
are occupied by:
• President - Allan McGrath
• Vice President - Roger Holgate
• Secretary – Wayne Stuart
• Treasurer – Wayne Stuart
The other members are David Campbell, Jack Child, Len McGuigan and Mac McLean.
The average age of the current Committee members is over 77 years (by the time of the AGM, 2 Committee
members will be in their 80s, 2 in their late 70s and 3 in their early to mid 70s). The current average age of
members generally is 55! I suggest we badly need new, younger, more vigorous members with new ideas, heads
in the 2020s not in the 1970s and energy to take us forward for the next period of Shed history. If this challenge is
not met, then the Shed will fail – or become an old folks home. Under our registration with Fair Trade NSW, if we
don’t have a Committee, we most likely will have to close, dispose of assets etc.
The AGM will be held in April 2021 – only 13 weeks away!
I urge members to seriously consider if you can help by serving on the Committee.
•
•
•
•
•

The hard work is behind us
We have all of our policies and procedures firmly in place
We are in a sound financial position
We have a well established place in the local community, and
Outgoing members will be prepared to mentor and provide advice – but are just not able to make the
ongoing commitment any longer.

In the lead up to the AGM, I will circulate Committee nomination forms and have printed copies available at the
Shed. If you are interested, talk to me or to any Committee member, I think you will find it is a bit of s pushover.
If you would like to keep the place alive, get a nomination form, fill it in, get someone to second your nomination
and pass it to aa current Committee Member. You will then be a Shed Hero (girls LOVE heroes!)

Please take this seriously. Do you want to wake up one Tuesday, Thursday or Saturday and wish we still
had a YVMS YOU could go to?
Women’s Shed News
Perhaps you might know someone who is interested in this? Many thanks to Joe Morrissey for sharing!
From: Joe Morrissey <joe.morrissey49@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, 31 December 2020 11:22 AM
To: Wayne Stuart <waynestuart1946@gmail.com>
Subject: Article
Wayne,
The boys might be interested in this article:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-12-31/womens-shed-canberra-reskilling-unemployedpandemic/13021148
Joe
First painful joke for 2021
The Bacon Tree
Two Mexicans are stuck in the desert after crossing into the United States, wandering aimlessly and starving.
They are about to just lie down and await death when all of a sudden Luis says......... "Hey Pepe, do you smell what I
smell? Ees bacon, I theenk."
"Ees, Luis, eet sure smell like bacon."
With renewed hope they struggle up the next sand dune, and there, in the distance, is a tree loaded with
bacon. There's raw bacon, there's fried bacon, back bacon, double smoked bacon ... Every imaginable kind of cured
pork.
"Pepe, Pepe, wees saved! Ees a bacon tree!"
"Luis, maybe ees a meerage? Wees in the desert don't forget."
"Pepe, since when deed you ever hear of a meerage that smell like bacon...ees no meerage, ees a bacon tree!"
And with that, Luis staggers towards the tree. He gets to within 5 metres, Pepe crawling close behind, when
suddenly a machine gun opens up, and Luis drops like a wet sock. Mortally wounded, he warns Pepe with his dying
breath.... "Pepe... Go back, man, you was right, ees not a bacon tree!"
"Luis, Luis mi amigo... what ees it? "
"Pepe.. ees not a bacon tree. Ees....
Ees..... Ees....Ees.... Ees... Ees....
Ees..... a ham bush...."

18 January 2021
A major concern I have for the Shed is that in the upcoming AGM, we might find insufficient members nominate for
the Committee election. So far response is very low key and one member who previously indicated interest has now
found his other community involvements are likely to make it too difficult for him to add the Shed to that list.
Can I suggest another way of looking at this? If you are not keen or unable to serve yourself, you may know someone
who you think would be good, but that person might not have a similar view of their worth and abilities. Why not
gently/casually approach that person and ask if you can nominate him? He might only need to know that he is well
regarded and members would appreciate and be happy for him to serve on the Committee? Think about it.
On Missives and Messengers, it so happens that the next Missive would normally be issued
in a fortnight’s time, ie Monday 1 Feb. Happily, that is also the day that I will issue the
first Messenger for 2021. Accordingly there will be a Messenger, but no Missive on that day.
ws Editor 0419 292 022

Important Calendar items for the next Month or so
Wednesday 3 March – First Wednesday Morning Tea – 10am to 11.30am. Be there or be square. Woolies will be
donating the goodies again!
Saturday 10 April (early WARNING) – YVMS AGM 2pm at the Shed.

Recent events and news
YVMS Life Memberships
I reported recently that Roger
Holgate and I had been awarded
YVMS Life memberships at the
2020 Christmas Party.
We were each given a certificate
confirming those awards and a
third certificate with both our
names is on display in the Kay

Lemon Room.
This is what it looks like →
Pretty smooth, no?
On behalf of Roger and me,
many thanks to all members for
according us this honour!
ws

Garden activity continues
I am very pleased to report that the Bush Tucker Garden is surviving well and many of the plants are powering
along. At least one of the bush tucker plants is now about 6 feet tall! Lots of others are establishing and looking
very healthy and vigorous. I am hoping that the ongoing planting regime will re-commence very soon so we can
consolidate and start to attract visitors – and perhaps, community members who might like to become involved.
With the quite generous rain in recent times, the grass has been growing quickly and mowing in recent times has
been a challenge.

“Oi, I’ve got right of way here!”

Getting into the heavy stuff

No point shouting, Grant, Tony’s
wearing hearing protection!

Many thanks to Grant and Tony for putting on a show for us last week. There were four mowers out that day (2 ride
ons and two push mowers operated by Allan McGrath and Bruce Skillin).
The best part of the day was sitting in the peanut gallery in the shade and hearing some of the clever comments and
repartee.

Call for more stuff to sell at Gunning to help our finances
Creative Gunning has had an enquiry about walking sticks.
It would be nice if a member could make a couple of quality sticks on spec to put in the shop at Gunning. There are
any amount of ideas and designs to be found on the Internet and lots of accessories available for intricate designs
etc. We just need someone with a flair for that sort of thing.
Roger Holgate

Picnic Table area makeover
For those of you who might have had a nasty trip or sprained/turned an ankle in the picnic table area, I am sorry to
tell you that your opportunity to enjoy such an adventure has now passed.
In recent times that space has had a staged makeover which has now rendered it more secure and much improved
both safety wise and improving the attractiveness of the area.
•
•
•
•
•

The table and chairs have been overhauled and repainted by Allan McGrath.
The significant task of removing the uneven pavers, tree roots removed, concrete pad realigned and pavers
re-laid has been undertaken by Peter Davidson, Allan Carey, Keith Chappell, Ken Bell and Ray Armour.
Security Gate installed by Daniel Anderson and Dave Lynne,
Security and plant (grape vine) support Fence installed by Bob Nash, Trevor Cox and Allan Carey, and
Garden at the base of the security fence prepared and planted by Allan Carey.

Before↓

After↓

Many thanks to all these members – we who will now enjoy this space and improvements salute you!

Second painful joke for 2021
I hate it when people act all intellectual and talk about Mozart while they’ve never even seen one of his paintings…

YVMS Recurrent Projects
Creative Gunning is an outlet for interesting items for sale in Yass Street Gunning (in the foyer of the old picture
theatre a couple of doors back from Baileys Garage). This is proving to be a very good money spinner for the Shed and
some members as well. If you would like some of your wares to be included (either ones you have made for the Shed
at the Shed using Shed resources) to sell, or things you have made at home for private sale, talk to Roger Holgate or
Allen Carey.
Bottles and cans recycling at Woolies
This is also proving a good little earner for us – although is currently on hold in the Lockdown. So far by my estimation,
we have managed to earn well over $1,000 thanks to Allan Carey who has decided to do the depositing for us. In recent
times he has been joined by Peter Davidson, Tony Warren and other members who seem to have “caught the bug” If
anyone else would like to lighten Allan’s load, please lend a hand. Keep bringing those cans and bottles, chaps!
Membership News

Mick Newling
has received the Australia Day Yass Valley Senior Person of the Year award. Thanks, Mick,
for giving the Shed a bit more profile and drawing attention to the fantastic blokes we have in our membership! Also,
congrats on all the good stuff you do that has resulted in this recognition.
Membership increase has been stymied by the COVID 19 shut down. Since the last Messenger. HOWEVER, in spite of
these constraints, we have signed up two new members, Mark McRae and Steve Bobos – make them both very
welcome when you see them. Our membership currently stands at 101.
Normally at this time of year with people sunning themselves in Queensland or distracted by other activity, members
take a while to come back on board. If you wish to pay online use the BSB 032 771 and Account No:209167.
Alternatively drop an envelope with your name and payment in the Shed letterbox.

Jeremy Wilson, not content to let me bask in the fame of smashing my elbow before Christmas, has taken up the
challenge and had a nasty tête á tête with a bull.
Allow me to opine that I think Jeremy is pissed that the Yass Show Society has cancelled the Rodeo for this year (COVID
again!!) and thought he would do his own. Here is his fully authorised description of the event (in his own words):
“The bull could not find an ambulance-chasing lawyer to complain about unfair treatment so he chose the course of
direct action.
I had been checking his feet with the vet, the most worthy Dr Stuart Williams. After I released him (the bull) from the
head bail into a pen I walked across the pen to open gates to a paddock full of delectable heifers. Specially for him.
The ungrateful fellow looked at me, seemed alert but not alarmed, no pawing of ground, head tossing or billowing
from his nostrils. He just lightning-charged 4m into my chest with his 970 kg under full power then used his head to
rub me from side to side like a levelling board to flatten any stones and irregularities in the pen.
I usually cheer on a willing worker but failed this time, being a little breathless and preoccupied by the vision of my
indolent life parading before me. (I'll not do that again.)
Stuart Williams raced back into the yards, distracted the bull with his Voice of Authority and somehow I scrambled out
before he came back to finish the job.
Lucky thing is I just got bruised up and a cracked vertebra. The emerging bruises are far better than those expensive
tattoos everyone favours. (Advert: I can offer the bull's services to all Mens Shed members at a special discount.)
Sad thing is Kate didn't get it on camera, and I'm not lining up for a re-take. But if someone wants to take up my
generous offer for a look- alike tattoo I'll be sure to give you or your relatives a full commemorative video.
PS - Next time I'll engage the brain and walk around the outside of the cattle yards to open the gate so he doesn't feel
intimidated by my now not so powerful presence.
Stay Safe fellers!”
(Jeremy is home again and recovering Ed.)
Not to be outdone, Grant Johnston has joined in the fun and done a swan dive at his new house and broken his leg.
It is early days, but it looks like he will have to go to Canberra Hospital to the Fracture Clinic to have the break assessed
and the best treatment applied. He is in good spirits – or being stoic, I can never tell with Grant.
At the risk of sounding needy or a bit self-focussed, just because I manage to have an adventure that is likely to attract
interest and even a small amount of concern, pity and support, must all these other blokes get involved and try to
outdo me? It’s not FAIR!

Aaah, Christmas with COVID - missing it already…
Heard a doctor on TV saying in this time of Coronavirus, staying at home we should focus on inner peace.
To achieve this we should always finish things we start and we all could use more calm in our lives.
I looked around the house to find things I’d started and hadn’t finished, so I finished off a bottle of Merlot, a bottle
Chardonnay, a bodle of Baileys, a butle of wum, th a mainderof Valiumun sriptuns, an a box a chocletz.
Yu haf no idr how fekin fablus i feel rite now. Sned this to alll whu need inner piss. An telum u luvum. And du whas
yer wands.
Stay saff inyr bubbbl avgrybobby!!!

The Yass Valley Men’s Shed is very grateful for the generous support of the following entities (in alphabetical order):
BarkerHarle (Consulting Engineers); Chris Beck Tree Removal; Bunnings (Belconnen); Dreamtime Connections;
Goodradigbee Bookkeeping; KidsBlitz (aka Allan McGrath); the Lansdowne Foundation; Millers Pharmacy, Yass;
Minister Katrina Hodgkinson, (former State Member for Burrinjuck); Pollack Concreting Services; Priceline Pharmacy
Yass; Scorgie Earthmoving; Southern Cable Services; Steve Bugden Plumbing; Supa IGA (Yass); Touie Smith Jnr;
Yass Concrite; Yass & District Printing; Yass Fire Brigade; YassFM; Yass Freemasons; Yass Lions Club; Yass Outdoor
Power Centre; Yass Rotary Club; Yass Valley Council; Yass Valley First Aid Training; Yass Valley Hire; Yass Valley
Physiotherapy; The Yass Valley Times; Woolworths (Yass).
Please let me know if you think the list is missing an important sponsor/supporter.
For information on Shed Opening Times, regular events and contacts: please click on this link
http://www.yassmensshed.org.au/
Download a Membership Form if you know someone who would like to join our Shed.
Click on this link http://yassmensshed.org.au/wp-content/uploads/YVMS-Membership-Application-Form.pdf
and print the form for them.
If you want to see previous editions of the Messenger, you can find them all on the YVMS Website at this address
(just click on it): http://yassmensshed.org.au/newsletter-archive - go back and dig up some YVMS archaeology.

Wayne Stuart

0419 292 022

